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ABSTRACT
In recent years, Accessible Digital Musical Instruments (ADMIs)
designed for motor-impaired individuals that incorporate gaze-
tracking technologies have become more prevalent. To ensure a
reliable user experience and minimize delays between actions and
sound production, interaction methods must be carefully studied.
This paper presents Kiroll, an affordable and open-source software
ADMI specifically designed for quadriplegic users. Kiroll can be
played by motor-impaired users through eye gaze for note selection
and breath for sound control. The interface features the infinite
keyboards context-switching interaction method, which exploits
the smooth-pursuit capabilities of human eyes to provide an in-
definitely scrolling layout so as to resolve the Midas Touch issue
typical of gaze-based interaction. This paper outlines Kiroll’s inter-
action paradigm, features, implementation processes, and design
approach.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Applied computing→ Sound andmusic computing; •Human-
centered computing → Gestural input; Accessibility technolo-
gies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Music is an activity that is easily available to many people, with
cognitive and non-musical benefits. For instance, learning to play
an instrument can enhance spatial reasoning skills in children [4],
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Figure 1: The context-switching paradigm proposed in [17].
Alternating gaze between the two keyboards avoids crossing
intermediate keys (green trace), which in turn would happen
if only a keyboard was present (red trace).

and engagement with music can enrich non-musical abilities across
different age groups [12]. Additionally, musical participation pro-
motes self-esteem and personal growth across development, such
as during school performances [3]. However, due to the hand-based
nature of most instruments, quadriplegics are often excluded from
engaging in conventional musical activities. Quadriplegia is the
paralysis of all four limbs and the torso, caused by conditions such
as spinal cord injuries, multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral scle-
rosis, and transverse myelitis [22]. To address this gap, Accessible
Digital Musical Instruments (ADMIs) that primarily employ eye
tracking technology have been suggested in the literature. How-
ever, delay-free interactions are necessary to prevent complications
such as Delayed Audio Feedbacks (DAF) that hinder proper musical
performance [18]. These techniques can provide a benchmark for
eye tracking interaction across general-purpose applications.

In this regard, Kiroll1 is a software ADMI controlled by gaze
tracking for note selection and breath pressure for sound intensity
and dynamics. The interface introduces a novel interaction para-
digm called infinite keyboards context-switching to bypass the Midas
Touch issue, which represents the main contribution of this work.
The instrument resembles a melodica capable to play one note at a
time, where eyes are used instead of fingers, and keys are moving
on the computer screen. Kiroll and its source code are available in a
GitHub repository under GNU GPL-v3 Free Open-Source License.2
A link to an explicative demo video of the instrument is provided
in the readme file.

2 BACKGROUND
Davanzo and Avanzini [6] categorized interaction options for qua-
driplegic individuals into four groups: eyes (including gaze pointing,

1The name means “Keyboards infinite roll”.
2Kiroll’s GitHub repository: https://github.com/LIMUNIMI/Kiroll
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eye movements, blinking, and eyebrow movements),mouth (includ-
ing voice, whistling, breathing, mouth and lip movements, tongue,
and teeth), head (incorporating rotational coordinates and neck ten-
sion), and brain (encompassing mental state, attention, and motor
imagery). They coined the term HeaDMIs to refer to a group of
instruments like Kiroll, designed for quadriplegics to simulate the
interaction mechanics of traditional acoustic instruments. These
instruments can be controlled through skill-based movements or
smooth automated actions that do not require focused attention
but rely on continuous environmental feedback for high-level in-
tegration and temporal precision [6]. Gaze-based methods have
been widely used in both accessible and general-purpose musical
interfaces. This approach has a strong track record in the literature,
with early sonification experiments such as Intuitive Ocusonics [19]
and Oculog [15], as well as more comprehensive platforms like Eye
Play the Piano [11], which offers users the opportunity to play a
physical piano through actuators while interacting with a VR in-
terface. Various articles in the literature enumerate the different
types of movements that the human eye can execute [16]. Rapid
and jerky movements (saccades) make the gaze point shift from
one discrete point to another, interspersed with almost immobile
positions (fixations). However, the eye needs a target to focus on to
perform smooth movements (smooth pursuits), which results in a
peculiar motion that has been widely studied from a neurological
and physiological point of view [2]. Mathematical models have also
been provided [20]. Smooth pursuit-based paradigms were also
tested for calibration-less gaze interaction in smart watches [10]
and VR headsets [14]. As detailed in Sec. 3.1, these movements are
of primary importance in the operation of Kiroll.

Over time, advanced interfaces have been developed to address
various gaze interaction issues. Davanzo and Avanzini [7] provide
an overview, as well as several techniques and cues to address them.
A major challenge is posed by the Midas Touch problem [16]. This
challenge arises when using visual pointing via eye tracking to con-
trol an interface that has multiple gaze-sensitive elements, which
can be activated by involuntary or exploratory gaze movements.
Moreover, even if the user learns to limit them, modern eye track-
ers still detect several intermediate points during saccades. This
detection causes all the buttons present in the gaze path to activate
and leads to unintended actions and effects, as demonstrated in
Fig. 1 (red trace). Designers of advanced interfaces have developed
various strategies to address this key challenge.

On top of this, HeaDMI interaction demands high temporal ac-
curacy. In the context of non-time-critical interaction, typical so-
lutions to tackle the Midas Touch involve the implementation of
dwell-time (delayed selection) or fixation-discrimination filters [7].
Nonetheless, such approaches may lead to DAF on the user’s phys-
ical actions, which are known to negatively impact the quality of
musical performance [18]. Wessel and Wright recommend that the
delay on audible system reactions should not exceed 10ms [24]. AD-
MIs that avoid such filtering have shown that the absence of DAF
can improve the temporal accuracy of performance [9, 17]. An al-
ternative solution to the Midas Touch problem was provided by Lu-
miselo [1] and later introduced into Netytar [9] and Netychords [8].
This approach, previously called hybrid interaction [7], involves
splitting the interaction into two channels: selection through gaze
and activation through other gestures (e.g., breath pressure or head

Figure 2: Kiroll’s interface and its infinite keyboard context-
switching paradigm. Green circles and lines depict normal
gaze traces during the performance, red ones forbidden gaze
movements, and arrows the auto-scrolling motion.

rotation). As detailed in Sec. 3.2, Kiroll builds on this mapping so-
lution by proposing the use of breath, detected through a sensor,
as a method for controlling the onset of notes and sound intensity.
Finally, appropriate key layouts let the user move from a note to
another by limiting the number of intermediate keys the gaze must
pass through or even eliminating them. Such solutions include
pie-shaped layouts, as the one employed in The EyeHarp [23], and
particular isomorphic layouts, as proposed in Netytar.

Morimoto et al. introduced an innovative layout known as the
context-switching paradigm (Fig. 1), which was implemented in
the Eyejam instrument [17]. This approach involves dividing the
interface into two identical keyboards, arranged in parallel, and
separated by a space called the bridge. The bridge can either be
empty or contain additional information for the user, such as a
music score. To play a new note, the user needs to shift the gaze
across the bridge. By alternating between the two keyboards, the
user’s gaze can thus avoid crossing intermediate keys. The authors
introduced metrics to measure errors in note sequences and tem-
poral cadence, including rhythm and phase. They conducted an
experiment comparing two versions of the interface, one based on
dwell-time and the other based on the context-switching paradigm.
In tests performed at 70 BPM, the context-switching-based interface
demonstrated a significant reduction in average phase (from 170ms
to 145ms) and rhythm (from 170ms to 100ms) errors and fewer
errors in notes sequences.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
Building on Morimoto et al.’s context switching paradigm [17],
Kiroll’s objective is to propose a similar approach with the addi-
tion of smooth automatic scrolling through an infinite number of
keyboards, exploiting the smooth pursuit capabilities of the human
eye. Eye movements while playing are similar to reading music on
a staff, thus paving the way for eye-based music composition tools.

3.1 Interface
Differently from Eyejam, Kiroll’s layout (Fig. 2) features an infinite
number of parallel vertically-arranged keyboards. Each colored key
on the keyboard represents a specific note. The interface works as
follows: (a) The musicians select a key on the leftmost keyboard by
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Figure 3: The building scheme for NITHbreathSensor.

placing their gaze on it; (b) Then they blow into the breath sensor
to raise a MIDI Note-On event (full velocity). Channel Pressure
will follow breath pressure in order to control sound intensity. All
the other keys on that keyboard will be dimmed to indicate they
can no longer be played; (c) Their gaze will then move (through a
saccade) to a key on the next keyboard to the right, corresponding
to the next desired note, as depicted by the green lines in Fig. 2.
If the musicians are still blowing into the sensor, that note will
be immediately played. This system allows to play notes legato
without the need to cross intermediate keys and avoids the Midas
Touch issue (Sec. 2), as shown in the figure.

Through a system named Autoscrolling, the interface will au-
tomatically scroll to the left in response to the musician’s gaze.
As a result, the leftmost keyboard visible on the screen will move
off it, and the second keyboard - smoothly followed by the musi-
cian’s gaze - will become the new first keyboard on the left. Auto-
scrolling has been previously suggested in [7] and implemented in
the HeaDMIs Netytar and Netychords [8, 9]. The sliding velocity 𝑣𝑎
is exponentially proportional to the distance between the left side of
the interface 𝑥0 and the current position 𝑥𝑔 of the gaze on the hori-
zontal axis: 𝑣𝑎 = [(𝑥𝑔 − 𝑥0) · 𝑎]𝑏 , where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are two adjustable
constants. Furthermore, to avoid sudden spikes in keyboard mo-
tion, the gaze position 𝑥𝑔 which inputs to the autoscrolling system
at instant 𝑡 is filtered through an exponentially-decaying moving-
average filter, in the form: 𝑥𝑔 (𝑡) = 𝑥𝑔 (𝑡 − 1) · 𝛼 + 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) · (1 − 𝛼),
where 𝛼 is an arbitrary constant in the interval (0; 1), and 𝑥𝑖 is the
raw sample from the eye tracker. The resulting gaze motion while
playing is akin to observing static objects while looking out of a
train window.

Kiroll also incorporates design cues from [7], including the use
of highly contrasting colors that leverage the human peripheral
vision’s sensitivity to colors. Feedback is provided without on-
screen cursors to prevent distractions, while visual references at
the center of the key provide gaze hooks.

Users can adjust various settings, through the option menu or
through blinking/winking gestures: musical scale, octave, distance
between keyboards, keyboards orientation. To mitigate the effect
of noisy eye tracking signal, buttons are thoughtfully spaced apart,
and the last gazed item is highlighted in yellow, even if the gaze
signal is out of its area. To activate the selected item, users can
exhale briefly or perform a prolonged blink using both eyes. This
allows for self-sufficient navigation for quadriplegic users without
external assistance.

3.2 Hardware and Software
Kiroll detects breath pressure through NITHbreathSensor, a delib-
erately simple open-source breath sensor built using Arduino, a
MXP5010DP 10 KPa air pressure sensor and DIY materials (Fig. 3). It
belongs toNITHsensors3, an open-source collection of sensor periph-
erals we developed to provide motor-impaired users with easy and
affordable access to sensing technology. This is achieved through
several key concepts. Firstly, they are easy to build through DIY
practices and simple instructions that require no specific electronics
or manufacturing skills. Secondly, the use of open-source micro-
processors allows for easy replication of the peripherals, keeping
costs low. Finally, the construction of peripherals, as well as control
software, libraries, and APIs, are published under free licenses, thus
enhancing hardware reproducibility and scientific transparency.

Kiroll was developed using C# and the WPF framework to define
the GUI. The instrument was implemented using the not yet pub-
lished development library NITHdmis [5]4, which allows for the
rapid andmodular prototyping ofHeaDMIs. The library uses a “rack”
metaphor to organize the code into different modules, contained in
a single rack in a manner similar to organizing sound modules (e.g.,
synthesizers, MIDI outputs, control modules, etc.). Kiroll’s music
mapping logic is contained in the KirollDMIBoxmodule, while the
MIDIModule is dedicated to sending MIDI messages. A notewor-
thy module is the NithModule, which is responsible for receiving
and interpreting input from the NITHbreathSensor connected to
the USB port. This module provides a strategy to independently
support various sensors in the NITHsensors collection and easily
introduce custom mappings to arbitrary peripherals. Furthermore,
the incoming input strings from the sensor at each sampling cycle,
received and interpreted by NithModule, use a standard format:

sensorname − version|opcode|arg1 = val&arg2 = val&...
The arguments (arg1, arg2, etc.) specify the input data type (e.g.

breath pressure). Flexibility is a key feature of the NithModule pro-
viding the abstraction of the connected peripheral model, ensuring
the required arguments (e.g., pressure for Kiroll) are present within
the input string, thus allowing easy input data management, as well
as customization or implementation of new peripheral models.

Gaze detection in Kiroll is achieved through a low-cost non-
invasive Near-Infrared camera-based commercial eye tracker from
Tobii. The software is compatible with various Tobii eye trackers,
such as Tobii Eye Tracker 5.5 As there is approximately 1° of signal
noise with respect to the visual angle when using this device [13],
the interface requires larger buttons and visual elements.

4 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
It is worth noting that this layout, featuring infinite keyboards that
leverage the smooth pursuit capabilities of the human eye, would
arguably be ineffective in a fingered instrument, as users would
have to track the moving keyboards with their fingers.

Like Eyejam, Kiroll features multiple parallel keyboards sepa-
rated by a bridge space, but there are significant differences: (a)
In Kiroll, gaze movement progresses single-handedly from left to

3NITHsensors instructions, details, and source codes: https://github.com/LIMUNIMI/
NITHsensors
4NITHdmis on GitHub: https://github.com/LIMUNIMI/NITHdmis
5Tobii’s Eye Tracker 5: https://gaming.tobii.com/product/eye-tracker-5/
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right, whereas Eyejam involves continuous bouncing between the
keyboards; (b) Kiroll’s keyboards are in motion and the eye follows
through smooth pursuit, unlike Eyejam’s stationary keyboards; (c)
Kiroll’s breath sensor can control the sound intensity and notes
onsets, potentially mitigating Midas Touch, while Eyejam lacks
methods for intensity control.

We experimented with Kiroll’s paradigm due to several factors.
Firstly, its uniquemovement directionmay be better suited for musi-
cal sequences featuring an odd number of notes, resulting in a more
symmetrical experience. Secondly, the vertical note arrangement
follows the natural sequence of pitches in the SMARC effect [21].
Thirdly, the horizontal keys sequence can represent the passage of
time, much like reading a staff or piano roll, potentially allowing
users to learn Kiroll quickly by building on their existing music
reading skills. We may explore incorporating a musical staff into
the interface as we continue to refine Kiroll. The resemblance to a
musical staff makes Kiroll a candidate for future development as a
platform for accessible music composition software. Additionally,
simple and intuitive gamification solutions could be introduced, as
the horizontal arrangement of the keyboards resembles the popular
game Guitar Hero.6

A main limitation of Kiroll’s interface lies in the limited number
of notes that can be displayed onscreen, resulting from the inability
to utilize both dimensions of the screen to represent more keys,
as is the case with Netytar and The Eyeharp [9, 23]. Activating
vertical autoscrolling allows the user to view additional hidden
keys; however, this solution does not permit octave intervals to be
played. Moreover, tactile feedback systems could be introduced to
enhance the experience.

The usability of Kiroll has not been evaluated so far, in particular
with impaired users. Concerning future test activities, investiga-
tions will explore the following research questions: (a) Are the ver-
tical scrolling and smooth pursuit movements intuitive and natural
for all users? (b) How does the instrument perform in terms of tim-
ing errors and incorrect notes in comparison to context-switching
interfaces such as Eyejam? (c) Which aspects, such as smooth pur-
suit characteristics or saccades per second, may be a bottleneck
for notes performance speed? To answer these questions and gain
insights into user perspectives, Kiroll must undergo an empirical
evaluation. Conducting a comparative experiment between Kiroll
and Eyejam could be beneficial. The experiment could measure the
average pairwise difference in subject performance while using
both systems, using the metrics introduced by Morimoto et al. to
assess error rate and timing inaccuracies. Additionally, explorative
case studies through interviews, questionnaires, and think-aloud
could help to gain further understanding.
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